








Olivarez  must 
be accurate














the  San 
Jose
 

































plants)  and shak- 
ehration  
during  the Jewish 
harvest -season 
tor y Prof. 
Barbara  
Duhins








holiday of Sukkot. This week
 is 
Sukkot, 
Duhins is holding an drug la 


















 made its first move 
in a new 





 block ()I 
"commercial













promissory  note that GECC 
will 
repay w MI 5 5 percent interest at 
maturity
 . 
He said the note was purchased
 
v. ith





 working capital that was available 
early in the school 
year  or investment. 
Connie
 Sauer. academic exec-
utive vice president 
of business affairs 
and member 
of the Spartan 
Shops 
hoard of 
directors, recommended in 
September




 to invest in short-term com-
mercial paper 




by  major 







































 set a limit of 
$250,000
 for short-term,  high -yield 
commercial paper investment























 Central Bank and 
say  




































weapon is a 
blue or red pen.
 
A 




spent the past 
week in hot 
pursuit
 of the slimy
 little 
critters.  













Henry  C. 
Weston. 
SJSU  biology 
professor.  
Various



















































meter  or 
area. 












trying  it) 







One  person was the 
timer -re-
corder  while 
the other group
 mem-
hers were the "search -and
-mark 
team,'' Weston said. 
They were 




















 the snails in the area
 so 
we 
can determine the ratio of marked 
versus unmarked snails," Weston 
said.  "This will give us 
an
 idea of 
the snail population per square 
meter at SJSU."
 
The SJSU snail population 
is
 
on a decline because ol the 
snail 
hail used by 
campus
 gardeners,  he 
said. 
"Most  people just
 don't ap-
preciate snails." Weston said. 
The pens' ink 
has no effect 
on 
the 
snails and is easier to apply than
 
paint, which the groups
 have used 
in the past,  
he
 said. 
"Paint gels a little 
messy,  you 






 the class 
studied the 
tree pop-
ulation  at Santa
 Teresa 
County  
Park,  said Michael
 J. Kutilek, pro-





























 notes at the 
time   
Flores
 

























Daily staff writer 
The Academic 









-only uiiitiatis e on the 
Nov . 4 
ballot,  although campus
 leaders 
dis-
agree on how active 
they





The  senate at its ifleeting
 Monday 
endorsed  yet 
another
 
ballot  measure. 
So far it has 







tion bond issue. 
Proposition 61. the 

























sure.  a constitutional amendment that 
would
 
establish  English as the ol
 
liei,il 

















 at the 
meeting  that it 
wasn't.  
At each meeting. "we seem to 
he 
leaning more toward political mat ter. 
Nilsson 
said. 
Eaculty Sen. Wiggsy Sivertsen. 


















.11)e senate is the voice ot SJSU's 
academic community and should take 
33 




stands im measures having an elleet on 









downgrade the influence of the  
sen-
ate. SI% en.en said 




 measure. the 
group  needs 
to 
signal


















 he harm -















near  stadium 
Dav id Hillard 
Daily stall writer
 
State health othcials drew ground -water samples this 
week 
from a 
monitoring  well near South
 Campus,  adjacent 
to a company accused ol hazardous -waste violations. 




Monday  and Tuesday from one 
of two 
ott-site 
wells  installed by the Lorentz Barrel and Drum Co. 





Quality  Control Board 
The ease was turned over to 
the health department after 
Lorentz
 laded hi respond to a cleanup and abatement 
order  
issued by 
the  water 
hoard,  according
 to a status report
 is-
sued by the hoard
 
The barrel -0'o cling lirm is located 
at the corner ()I 
10th Street







were installed in the 
field 
east  ()I the 
stadium.  














 have been 
sent




 Emery % ille, 
said 
Andrew 




-management  engineer 
who  super% used the 
work.  The 
results
 should he available
 within six weeks
 





range ill tests'' to determine the extent of ground -water 
con-
tamination emanating from the Lorentz site. 
Owner Ernest 'Arent/
 and his company were charged 
in February 






for ti ixic. y tolattons The lelony count alleged that Lorentz 
know
 ingly disposed




metals, pesticides and 





Ten  of the misdemeanors deal vs 
ith improper storage 
and 
handling  ()I 
hazardous
 waste, 
while  the other three al-
lege inadequate
 training ill personnel
 in the handling of 




 spill and lailtire 
to 
establish  a contingency 




The water hoard report, which was issued in July, 
shim 














































































































 not kept 
by
 




 advised to keep 
the documents 
in 
a sale place. 
By 









opment Lab and the 
Frances Guiland Child Day 
Care Center, 10th and San 
Salvador streets. 
Gale Wolf, a 





















 carefully  
fingerprints
 4 -year -old
 karisa Gonzales 
RC= 
Page 
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Carl Scarbrough, News 
Editor 

























Katherine Brtganti, Art 
Director  
Michael 
P. Fox, Production Manager
 












Ronald Reagan is 
an excellent example 
of why a U.S. 
president
 should 
not he allowed 




ing his two 
terms as 












If given a 
third  
term. the United 
States
 could face 




 D. Roosevelt administration
 




 the Supreme 





 lack of 
concern
 for the 










states since 1980 the 
disposable income of the 








 to S6,391. The income 
of the wealthiest 
rose one  
fifth to 8.7 percent or 
540.880.





 tax cuts which raised after-tax income for 
the wealthy, hut did not help the poor. 
The report also states the 
Reagan  administration may 
be judged as one the most effective presidencies in history. 
But the report also stales the administration has attempted to 
turn social policy hack to a 
"Pre -New Deal"trend. 
Deja-vu
 now would he dangerous.
 
Sixty -million people have reached the "requirements'' 
of being poor 
with individuals
 whose income
 is below 
$5,061
 or families of four with a yearly income of 
$10,175.  
while salaries of corporation chiefs 
have risen 40 percent to 
jump from $555,000
 to $750,000. 
The !acts speak 
for themselves. If Reagan would 
con-
tinue to he 
president, the rich would 
become
 richer and the 










 to expand our 
social programs, not 
shrink
 them. It is quite obvious if Rea-
gan were to continue
 to he president, social programs 
that 
help 
out  the 
poor would shrink to a thing of the  past. 
Reagan doesn't





recent  Gallup poll reflects a 
slow but steady decline 
in the 
president's
 joh performance. 
Reagan nianaged to of-
fend the
 Vatican by claiming 




 activities in Central
 America. Church 
officials  in 
Rome disclaimed 
the message. Archbishop
 James Hichy at 
the United
 States Conference of 
Bishops  called the military 
aid for
 the 





In the United Slates, Reagan faces mounting 
resistance  
in Congress on the 
hudget,  international trade and tax 
re-
form.
 The Gallup poll is an 
excellent
 reflection indeed. 
But of 
course  polls can 
he
 deceiving. They
 may dictate 
the heartbeat 
of the country for 
now,  but opinions 
fluctuate.  
Polls
 do serve as an 











 the Reagan 
administation 
has cut federal 
grants. More students 
are being forced to 
apply for loans
 since federal 
grants




 have interest 
rates. 
According to several
 students, loans make
 up more than 65 
percent




Imagine if you can, financial
 aid being totally taken 
away from students.
 Minority students 
would  suffer the 
most.  Minorities are slowly 
hut  surely becoming a 
majority,  
a determining factor in 












 us thank Congress Mr passing that 
hit of legislation 
forbidding a third 
term. When FDR had four 
terms the 
country needed emergency 




 We face a 
strong 




 War in Nicaragua.
 We face 
economic and 
social programs that 
benefit the wealthy and exclude. 
If Ronald 
Reagan were president for
 another term, if 
not four. America will 
be
 part of a living time machine.
 But 
of course 
that would he if he was 
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ters. The Forum 
page  gives 






Letters must  
hear




 and 01/.1.1 









appearing on the 
Jima?,  page are 
the opin-

















letters  to the Daily 
office,
 on the second 
floor of Dwight









reserves the right to 
edit






Is the SJSU residence 
hall

















That's right, those who wrote the policies and regula-
tions in the Residence Hall Handbook, believe alcohol can 
he heard. Other ambiguous terms written in the policy all 
end up spelling hureacracy 
The bureaucratic, obscure temnnology is a type of syn-
tax prison













for all dormies is resident director  
can you say that boys and girls'? He or she is the one 
who 
makes all the final decisions on how the policy will he en-
forced, whether it he strict or lax. 











beverages will he al-
lowed in public or common areas
 
by any person regardless 
of 
age. 
Public or common areas are loosely defined as any-
where outside 
the walls of a resident's
 room. 
This definition adds a new dimension in the skills of a 





 college students can solve the problem 
with the indiscreet 
brown
 paper hag. However, just for a 
trouble-shooter,  the local 7
-Eleven
 on San 
Salvador  Street
 
doesn't carry paper bags large enough to conceal 12 -packs 
of beer. In addition, it's a lot
 
more economical to buy a 12 -
pack than a six-pack. An ingenious student can bring a 
jacket to cover the 
hits







flow  carrying 





 to the 
populous  of 
dormies









 to explain 
clearly how 
the policy 





 take a resident
 by the hand
 and explain 
that a door 
must  
he shut.
 that's s -h -u








 is  







 is sent to 
his  room. 
Housing Director Willie 
Brown said in the welcome
 
address of the
 Residence Hall Handbook.
 "Our goal is to 
minimize




only rule that 
applies to 
alcohol
 in the 
residence  
halls is 
that it he consumed
 in a private 
room
 with the door
 





114S11.1 hail to 
sit in a c -1 -0 -s -e-(1
 12 -by -
12 room 
with  four 
people.  two 




and  two 

























with  too 
much 









who  may 
want






 the hallway, it's 
the 
resident v, ho 








their  rooms. 
residents









 for the alcohol policy stale 
minors will take 
advantage  of the freedoms
 away from h  and 
the easy ac-
cess I() alcohol. 
However,
 alcoholics have
 been documented 
at age II. so access 
is
 available to anyone, 
anywhere at any 
age. Because someone
 is under the legal 
drinking  age does 
not mean 
one  can't find ways to 
drink.  Neither age nor 
bu-
reaucratic rules
 will deter people who 
want a drink. 
People who
 are 21 and live 
in the dorms have 
a right to 
consume an 
alcoholic
 beverage in 
the place they live.
 They 
pay for
 the right to have 
a door open in a 
very  confined 











 for Spartan 
Village. Adults 
are treated like 
adults. 
They
 can have a drink in 
the place they live 
without  the fear 












Not all college 
students  share the desire to drink and be 
merry. The 




 not unfair. 
Alcohol consumption among many young
 people is a 
fact of life. They learn 
about it through friends,  
television  
and other 
media  so the young adults 
are
 tempted to give it a 
try. 
Those
 who don't 
want
 to drink are left out.  
The residence 




 accepts before moving
 in, including the 
alcohol 
policy.  California state 
law
 bans the selling to and
 
purchase
 of alcohol by those
 under 21 and 
good or had, that 








 of alcohol 




 behind closed 
doors  is fine; just 





 isn't too 
much  to 
ask.
 
Imagine  the 






even a 23 -year
-old who 
drank  a little 




 fell out the
 third -story 
window 
Without  an 
effective,  
written  alcohol 
policy, SJSU
 would he 
left hold-
ing the hag
 for any 
death  or 
damage
 caused by 
drinking in 
the 
dorms.  No 
parent  wants to 
hear these 




"Oh well,  we 
can't control 
everything  that 




isn't spelled out 





 actually can 
drink  in their room,




 are concealed and 
the  door is closed. 
Those who break 
the policy aren't thrown  
to the sharks; first 
offense is the 








Only after the third violation, which is ample notice. 
will a student he 
expelled
 from the dorms. Any student who 
is given two chances to adhere to the
 liberal policy and fails 
a 
third time has an alcohol problem and 
deserves to he 
hooted.
 
Since  a large 
percentage  of dorm 




-door  policy is a 
good
 way to keep 
them
 and non-
drinkers  from 
being  exposed 
to
 alcohol 









 it waved 













 prepared to 
handle the 







 on the sly in 
her 
dorm room 
would  he an 









 might think 
he can handle
 a dozen 
beverages at a dorm parry , 
only  to wake up the next morn-




recollection  of the 
previous night. 
If 
students  are going to experiment 
with  the potentially 
devastating effects of 
drinking,
 they need to learn the facts 
first and not from 
the "cool senior 
down
 the 
hall  with the 
six-pack."
 
One thing that 
often follows alcohol to a room 
is a 
group of people
 ready to 
party. A party often breeds 
rowdy  
behavior.
 All dorm residents
 drinkers and 
non-drinkers  
 deserve a 
quiet  environment in 






want  to celebrate 
the end of 
finals,
 victory 
in a football 
game  or the fact that it's 
Thursday  should find 
somewhere
 other than the dorms
 to pop the champagne 
cork. 
Sending friends who don't live 
in the dorms out into 
the 
night  with car 
keys in 
their 





very smart either. 
Rowdy behavior often breeds unwitting destruction of 
school property, 
too.
 Incidents like punching  
holes in walls 
and spraying beer throughout rooms have occurred in the 
dorms when drinking has gotten out of hand. People have a 
right to destroy
 their own property if they wish, hut alcohol 
shouldn't lead them to thrash a public building. 
Whether 
the  residence 
hall  alcohol 







dorms  should 
have a calm 
atmo-
sphere  to learn
 and live 
in. Students
 should he 




writing  and 
















 season draws near, the same 
old 
familiar  complaints are heard 
over
 and over 
again. 
'Christmas comes earlier every year and I can't 
stand it . '' 
'The stores shouldn't decorate Mr Christmas 
until  
utter Thanksgiving:* 
' ' I don't
 want 
lithe 















 earlier than it has 
to.  This is not 
an easy thing to 
understand  since Christmas 
is a time 
that most 
people  enjoy and look
 forward to. 
It is true Christmas 
has become extremely 
com-
mercialized and
 becomes more so 
each  year. 
The 
Christmas  season sends 
the retail industry 
into a tailspin and it's easy
 to get caught up in it all and 
view this 
time of year as another 





 and stores are always 
trying  to get 
us to spend our money. Christmas 
is actually no dif-
ferent than any  other time
 of year in that respect. 
But it 
doesn't  have lithe this way. If 
people  who 
feel this
 way' looked at Christmas
 in less of a 
materialistic
 way then mayhe 
they
 would realize that 
the earlier Christmas







only  time of the year 
when people truly think  
about one another. Christmas 
gives 
people a reason to take a good look at 
what  is 
happening
 around theni and not just what 
is
 happening 
in their own world. 
People who complain about retail stores setting 
up Mr Christmas too early 
or who say they don't have 
that "Christmas 
feeling''  so early in the 
season,
 prob-
ably' just don't want to think about all the other things 
Christmas brings to mind. 
It's





 thinking about all the people in the world who 




 people in hospitals and the 
homeless are thought of more at Christmas time than 
any other time of the year. 
Not only are these 
people
 thought of but some-
times we 
even  go out of our way to  visit these people, 
donate to charity and do other "Christmas -like" 
things.  
Christmas gives people a feeling
 of togetherness 
At this time of year 
families
 come together and spend 
valuable time with each other. 
They sit down and have 
dinner together and 
talk to those they may not have 
had time to talk with at any other lime of the year. 
It's a very simple idea
 hut wouldn't the 
world  he 
a better
 place to live if that Christmas feeling could 
last all year 
long? 
Some people might still argue 
though  it would 
only serve the retail market in its profits 
by "selling" 
Christmas earlier every year. 
And this is obviously true
 hut does it really mat-
ter that much if feelings that Christmas  brings
 to mind 
cause us to do things for others'?  
Some 
might argue Christmas 
wouldn't  he the 
same  if we had to look 
at it all year long. 
Live Christmas trees wouldn't make it all year 
long 
and children might get a little impatient if they 
had to hang their 
stockings





probably also true 
that it might take 
some 
of the fun out of 
Christmas  if the stores
 hung 
blinking
 lights all year 
long
 and Santa Claus 
had  a per-
manent
 chair on the third floor of 
Macy's.
 





lights and a fat
 
man 
with a white heard 
can open our eyes
 to the trou-
bled 
people
 around us and 
encourage us to do 
some-
thing about
 it, then the stores 
should  prepare for 
Christmas 365 days a year. 
The whole
 idea would 
probably




become  a bore
 . But 
if
 we could keep 
the Christmas
 feeling in our hearts 
all year long it 








 Extra is 
an
 open forum 
for editors 
whii ap-









































































 for 1986 was 
because 
he




 on the shelf,
 signed a 
bottle  
and can 
recycling  bill 
and  installed 
better  leadership






 said the report card was 






 staff members of the PCL 
who spent 
several  hundred hours 
analyzing
 the governor's environ-
mental actions. 
He said no similar study had 
been made 
of




Bradley.  the 
mayor of 
Los Angeles who is Deukmejian's 
Democratic 
opponent  in the 
Novem-
ber election.






of governors hefore 
Deukmejian.
 
Brown said the PCL takes no 
sides in elections,
 and claimed the 
report
 card had nothing to do with 
politics. 
The report said Deukmejian 
during his 
four  sears
 in office had 
failed to present positive environ-
mental priigrains 
It said his major failures
 were 
mismanagement  of the state 
super
-
fund program to 
clean tip toxic 
The 
governor 
received a D 
rating 
for his four years in 
office  
dumps,
 his water 
plan which in-
cluded  the 
Peripheral





PCL  said 
would
 have put the
 
waste industry 




 highest grades 
this year were 
B's in energy and 
water. 
His worst 1986 grades were for 
forestrv . because he supported a hill 
the 
PC1  claimed  Pohl 
has e gutted 
forest practice 
lass
 s. and 
for coastal 
protection, for favoring new oil dril-






 said that "to-
day's 
announcement  was so 
transpa-
rently
 phony and 
political  as to be 
embarrassing
 to this 
organization.  
The report card should
 be listed as 
an in -kind contribution to Tom 
Bradley's campaign 
with  a fair mar-


































leave  the 
country
 


















tough measures, so to 
say,
 on an 
equal 
the U.S. 
Embassy's  daily 
non-diplo-  
footing. 
We are not going 
to
 put up 
matic 
operations,  






did not deal with 
the specifics 
placed by Americans hut 
an 
overall
 of the government
 orders in 
his 
personnel 
limit placed on 
the embassy 
speech,  which
 may have 
been taped 















made  between 
having a cook
 could 
replace  the 260 
translators. 
driv-
or a diplomat. 
ers. secretaries,
 mechanics, maids 
and 
The 
Soviet  Union 
seldom uses 
cooks 
employed  in 
























He said the total










spokesman  embassy 


























ordered United States. 
out of the







Charles  E. Redman 
said in making the
 





Tuesday  in 
diplomats
 ordered to 






rent  exchange 
of expulsions, 
including 
being  kicked 
out  in 
retaliation
 and the 
the army




in order to 
reduce the 
Soviet 









 States in 




 told the nation









 's U.S. 












 26 in 
Leningrad.  
which  means 
the diplomatic
 staff 
would  have to 





























































Gera.simov said four diplomats 
from the U.S. 
Embassy  and one from 
the consulate were ordered to 
leave by 
Nov. I. the 
same deadline given five 
other U.S. 
diplomats on Sunday and 













Morgan:  third secretary 
Michael
 Matera, the human
 rights offi-
cer,  and Leningrad vice 
consul  Daniel 
Grossman,











MOSCOW (AP)  The official Spy  trials 
and
 executions
 are not 
Soviet news agency Tass yesterday an- always 






 the execution 
of a Soviet man and when they 
are, the 
reports  some -
accused
 of working for the CIA and re- 
times  come long after the trials take 
[variedly
 was turned in to the KGB by place. 




ard. a former CIA employee,  came 
during  a period 
of heightened 
Tass did not say when the Soviet,
 Soviet-U.S.
 
tension  over a 
series
 of 







Services  will hold 
sign-ups for 
"Lifestyle  Exploration 
:Series 










Brian Burke at 
277-2858 for 
more  in-
































,ollege year The 
I ,r1111.11% 
espresed
 in the paper
 are not we -
...wily those 
Iff the Department
 it' Ileum, 
m 
and  Mass 
-Communwairon,  
the 
























































































































































































































































 Andy Bird. Paula 


























































































































































Services  will hold 
sign-ups
 for a CPR
 class from 
9 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. today 
in the Health Center.
 
The class
 will he 
Monday  and 
Wednesday  from 4 



















 to 2 p.m. today in 
front of the 
Student
 Union. Call 
Terry  







The  Stanford 
Blood 
Bank








drive  from 
10 a.m. 
to
 4 p.m. 
today 
and tomorrow











present  a 
seminar








to 1 p.m. today




 For more 
information  call 
()scar





Advisory  Program 
will have
 a Brown Bag
 Lunch with 
Jane Boyd 
speaking  on "The 
Super-
woman 
Syndrome  from 
noon







Call  Kit Carter 
at 277-
2005 for 














 typed rough 
drafts  of re-
sumes
 from I to 3 

















Vietnamese  Bible 
Study from 4 
to 5:15 
p.m.
















Science  will 












on "What is 
Probability?"  from 4 to 5 
p.m. today in 
MacQuarrie  Hall, Room 







tion will present a seminar on the new 
tax laws from 4 to 6 




408 S. Eighth St. 








will have its weekly 
meeting with Pat 
Parks of Bay  
Area  Municipal Elections 
Committee discussing the "No 
on
 M" 
campaign and other issues
 affecting 
the gay 
and lesbian community 
at
 4:30 
p.m. today in the Student Union Al-
maden Room. 
Call  Steve at 293-4630 














 at 4 p.m today
 in the 
Science 
Building. 
Room  258. 
Call  
Prof. Card l 
Boekema  at 






If you're going to France 
or
 anywhere 
else that requires a passport, come to 
Kinko's 
first.  We make professional 
passport photos 
at prices that will make 
you say 
"ooh -la -la." 
kinkois
 
310  South Third Street 
(across from 
McDonald's)  
Mon -Fri: 7 am -9 pm 
Sat: 








out at 7 p.m.
 today at the 
Spartan  
Complex,
 Room 75. 
Call  Laura at 






San Jose State 
University  
Symphony  Orchestra 
will  hold audi-
tions for students,
 faculty and staff 
for  
all instruments today
 and every Thurs-
day by appointment
 only in the 
Music 
Department. Call Prof.
 Robert Sayre 






Club  will 
have





English  from 
12:15 to 1:45 
p.m. 
tomorrow  in the 
Student  Union 
Montalvo  Room. 




 and answer 




















































































The SJSU Career Planning anti 
Placement Center will present 
aeon
 
space graduates speaking on career 
op-
portunities at 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in 
Business Classrooms, 
Bonin  4. Call 
Cheryl at 277-2272 for more informa-
tion. 
 
The SJSU Career Planning anti 
Placement Center will present business 
professionals speaking on "What I 
Can Do with an M.B.A" at 6:30 p.m 







 more information. 
A military 
tribunal  convicted 
Tol-
kachev of "high treason 









executed  after an 
appeal
 Was denied 
Executions in the 
Soviet  Union nor-
mally are hy 




































student  1.1) ) 
Volkswa en Repair 




700 Kings How #23  







JOB  FAIR 
1986 





















 Summer Jobs 
Location:  San 





From  9:00 a.m. to 
4:00  p.m. 
Date: 
October
 25, 1986 
For More 






Now at Command Performance,
 you can 
introduce yourself to the pleasure
 of a salon -
quality
 perm















STYLING  SALONS 







Silver Creek Plaza. San Jose 270-1550 
Sunnyvak
 Town Center,
 Sunnyvale.  
245-2746  
Calaveras

















staff  writer 
The 
Spartan  field 
hockey
 (earn opens 
the second half 
of 
the season at 
Pacific
 on Saturday at 
noon,  in what the 
SJSU 
players and 
coaches  are 
calling
 a grudge 
match.  
Pacific
 0-11 is in 




 beaten the third
-place Spartans





 to the final 
contest  last 
season.
 




Tiger  coach 
Carla
 Konet 
added  more 
by
 displaying








the last game, 
we heard some
 stuff their 
coach  
said





 Sorg said. 
"She  said 
to not even 
shake  our hands 
because they heat
 us twice, so 
that 
really
 got us 
going.   
Sophomore
 forward Sharon 
Cafmi  also said the 
team
 






 to this game," Cafini 
said,  "All week 
we've  been talking






 coach Carolyn 
Lewis  stressed the game's
 
importance. 
'It's  a real
 important game.' 
Lewis  said, "Right now 
1,10P is one up on 





















"We're going to their
 home
 field. and
 I think it's
 time 
we
 turned the tables on 
them
 It's teal important
 or us to 
take over the 
lead




tied for third with 
Berkeley. 






 first -place Pacific 
and Stanford. 
Two points are awarded for a win.





















 in her hack and 
is on a day-to-day
 playing 
status. 
If she's not available 
for the UOP game, then
 plum 
goalkeeper
 Mercedes Gross will start. 
Gross 




She allowed only two 
goals
 in three 
games.  
The two goals





The  Spanarie are a young 
team, to say the least. If 
Gross %tans,  the 
team's
 starting lineup 
will  have four fresh-
men, four 
sophomores
 and three juniors.  
Freshman
 Sheryl Sorg has 
proved
 that age isn't every-
thing. 
Sorg
 has six goals in 
four  conference 
games,
 for an av-
erage
 of 1.5 goals a game, She 




 Mace Savelkoul is 
tied with three 
others for second 
place in assists with 
0.5  a game. 
The Spartans have 
had a hard time scoring off Pacific 
goalkeeper Shari Megginson. 
Megginson  has held SJSU to one goal 
in
 two overtime 
games.
 
She made 15 saves in the 
last
 contest and leads the con-
ference  with a goals -against average 
010.5. 
Lewis said the 
poor field condition in 
Stockton  could 
hurt the goalkeepers. 
"The 
field is ndt real good,
 so any had bounce
 could 
make a 
difference  in the hall game:*
 Lewis said. "We're 
going to try to force 
them to have the had 
bounce." 
Konet  said it's a
 
big 
day  for the whole 
school.
 
"There will be a lot oh
 emotion in the game," 
Komi 
said.  "It's 
kin4nCfor the conference in the 
football game, 
and 
it's a big day 
all  around. 
'Pacific hockey has 
never  had a winning season. It's 
been a tradition 
the last two years that teams
 that were in 
First
 halfway through 





















The field -goal 
kicker,
 often 
called  the loneliest member of a 
foot-
ball team, is under 




There is no room for trial and 
error. You either hit 
it, or you don't. 
Fortunately for SJSU, first -year 
place-kicker Sergio Olivarez rarely 
WlisSes.  
(Alvarez has 
been successful on 
10 of his 
past
 II attempts, his last miss 
being a 36 -yard
 try in the early going 
of 
the  Spartans' 311-28 victory Miff 
Utah State. 
lie is 10 
of 13 on the season,  in-




He has also 
been 
near
 perfect on 
conversion 
attempts.
 making 19 out 
of 
20 






 with 49 points. 
As it that wasn't 
enough.  he 
kicked a 
46-yarder
 with nine seconds 
left in  the 
Spartans'
 21-20 road 
win 
over Nevada -Las Vegas. 
"Serge is a great kicker." 
said 
SJSU 





 "We have great 
confidence  in him and 




David  Diaz -Infante, the 
third 
member

























are fantastic." Diaz -In-
fante said.







Olivarez came to SJSU during the 
spring season
 as a walk-on.
 
lie kicked field goals at Cabrillo 
College in Aphis, 
where he set a 
school record 
with a 54 -yard field 
goal, 
breaking  the 
record of 48 
yards  
he set 
the  year 
helore.
 















with  59 
points.
 
"I've been kicking field goals 
since I 
was  in Pop Warner 
when I was 
10 years
 old.'' Olivarez said. 
Olivarez
 is from Watsonville,
 and 
he played football at 
Watsonville  High 
School all four years.
 
After 
he finished at Cabrillo he 
decided
 to try out at SJSU. 
"1 ligureth 
the  team was 
going  to 
regroup
 again since
 they had a 
had sea-
son. so 1 
figured I 
could  come in 
here 
and





 of this 
season
 the 
field -goal team 
had  sonic trouble. 
In the first game
 against Oregon, 
the "Mexican 
Connection''  had 
prob-
lems 
getting the hall down 
properly.  
Then in the Washington 
State 
game, two kicks 
were blocked. 




 just worked 
on it the 
Miter*
 
ing week and got the timing 
down," 
Ofivarez said. "I 
just









 missed only 
one 
field goal. 
It takes a 
lot of timing, hut 
we
 




Diaz -Infante said. 
Perez said 
Olivarez






 the Keyman on Santa Clara St. 
6.000 
different 






































































 AT TI 
IE 
)lt 
1 'Ft I :-.SENTI:411 , \ssociATi.:01 
ST111)ENtSPR( 
)(
 ;R. \ MI1()ARE) AND  
TFIE THEATTI1'.. 12T 
I 
/11 'AF(TMENT 
1:( )ft  M01-11-:  INF( 
)IW, \TION ( 1 .1. 
77-2807  
Ft !MAI ))1' VA( )(*11 MI) STI IDENTS 
mg 
aside when it comes 
to kicking. 
"Dave and 
I joke around a little. 
hiel Serge is a 
little
 inure serious." 
Perez said.




get  serious.' " 
Olivarez
 said he enjoys
 working 
with  Diaz -Infante and Perez. 
"I think David
 and Mike 
are 
great and we know 
each  other well 
now." 
(Alvarez  said. 
"Mike's
 a great 
holder lie 
puts  the hall down per-







5 -foot -7, 
I55 -pound
 stature is deceiving. 








 day he 
just
 boots it no 
matter where 

















With time running out, Olivarez 
was on the sideline thinking. 




he all tight and stressed out. 
Olivarez said. "You don't 
think about 
it, you just go 
out there like les  
just  
another field goal. 
"Ii felt great. I 
with  nice and calm 
and everything went great." 
Olivarez said he likes the pre. 
sure. 
"It was kind of hard 
going  
through the pressure in the beginninc.  





 been the goat 
yet
 

















 to the 
I igers 
Boston not 
bogged down at 
third  base 
nosToN
 AP) TN: hit iran 
is 
aim) a glove man 
Wade Boggs of the Boston Red Sox has won the 
American League batting title three of 






Series.  howe%er. Boggs has shim n 
some impressoe del east ye Ad  a% at third base, robbing 
the New 
York Mets suIt larcenous fielding plays. 
"You got to do it all." Boggs said after helping the 
Red 
Sox sweep the lira two 
games  in 
New  York. "You 
have to play defense as 
well




 the regular 
season,
 he's 
been doing more with his glove than with his hat. 
"II you don't do it one way,
 you have to do it the 






 edged the 





ripener in New York. 
Boggs was 0-1M-4. But 
he
 did the 
ath 















New  York's two -run third inning in Gallic 2 
in New York. Then he 
grabbed
 a hall that deflected rill 
pitcher 
Roger  Clemens to throw out Keith Hernandez 
lie ended the inning by diving to his left to grab another 
grounder and 





































































 Chain from 
Italy 
The Beauty 







 Hill Rd. 
(IN 










































I ,,,, 10/23-10/24 






















See the Vaudeville and . . . 
"The Courage of Pepe 
Le
 Peu or 
Just a Little Stinker" 
Friday & Saturday Showings 

















400  East Can-Iv:hell A,en UP  




















 October 23 
Noon, SU Amphitheatre 























































































































teachers  will 
he
 needed

































































 Ched Pipehead has to pay for 
being 


































growth as Volunteer in. 












etc RI & mono -lingual, 
all  me 








 WE NEED YOU 
Near
 campus IC E F PO 
tio 




15278  AVAII  
AB/ F. 





geles 90025 VISA MC 
or 
CODA], 3) 477-8474 
AUTOMOTIVE  
BUGS
 FOR SAL E". San 
Jose, best 
BUGS MI guaranteed". 100.. 






 8700 $200 discount on 
vehicle 
purchase. only ID 
77 DATSUN 0710 with 
new clutch 
brand new brakes on all four tiros 
Only 5900 Call  9719098 
after 
6P/ft 













MACINTOSH USERS Rent 
time on
 























instruction  on Inc IBM 
PC. 












DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS 
IBM 
























COMPATIFIL  E 256k 2 drivet.  





monitor. keyboard. SI095 
Dot  
'trains prInter. $240 I otter qual-
ity. $295 One 
block  from 
campus
 
404 5 3rd 
St











Create  your 
own













 Plus. 302 El P.. 
Shopping
 
Center  let 
Saratoga  & 
Campbell
 






 this ad 
I SEI 




 but you cen 
own  s 
new 



















































































































































































































































 & FUI I TIME 
RE
 Tali HEl P. Na 
Honer firm 
preparing for 







earn $925 starting. Pan 
time  
1201  











 No experience 
is needed be-
cause of our intensive 
on the lob 
tryinIng program 




 plus Some 
evening and weekend positions
 




allowed  during final ex.. in 
...on II you 
quell.), corporate 
scholarships
 ere awerded inter 
nahlps
 are possible and
 you may 
earn 2.3.4 credits per 
quarrel  or 
Semester
 During





 time work is 
...bre
 
Call todey for 
information
 and an 
intervIew  or Cell Monday through 
Friday

















JOSS"  We market 
auto 
club memberships for the marof 
oil companies 



























 up to 510 hr 
nights
 week Cell 
Deb Anti. 
SJSU Annum Fund, 
777-9706  be 
tween 3 -Spin




WNTED. Can you 




Can  you Wad
 an 
outdoor trip, A 5
 




tor  spring 
semester 
$10 
515 hr Call 2772858

















skills  type 45 wpm 
5.4 50 
90 , 15-20 hrs wk 
Apply CAF Bldg 
277-2187 Deed 
ilne for
 applying 10 30  
TEACHERS & 
AIDES  for preschool
 




TEACHERS FOR SMAI 
I professional  
preschool with 
caring mono 





 hours 6 
friendly  staff I Ittle 
Scholars 
Pre-
school, 23111474 or 274-4776 
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART 
TIME
 We 
are  looking tor 
a few 
outspoken people
 to sell air time 
This position
 requires a good 
voice 
end.
 strong desire to make 
money 
Call Mrs Green at 377 
3800 
TEL FPHONF SAL ES -part tInw 
Sell 
subscriptions  to the Mercury 
News Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus 
commlasion  Shills 9AM 1PM or 
4 30PM 8 30PM Mon Fri 
plus 




NEEDED lo freip female student 
clean customer s homes  Transp
 
furnished
 Cell 2793390 
WANTED PERSONS INTERESTED in 
mekIng  570091500 a rho
 PT FT, 
no 
experience  Call 255-6675 
HOUSING 





furnished,  se 
cure and 
sete
 rooms. FREE WM. 
ties and housekeeping service 
Reasonable rates -shared  or 
slo 
gra a.liable Walking distenc to 




APT AVAII RI F 10th & WIlliams 




quiet apt .5550 
mu
 297-7554 
QUIET UN -F ROOMS
 close to 101. 15 




$315 rno call 729-6671 
after  open 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share large 
private 
duplex
 neer Blossom Hill, 
$325 Cell Tom at 
9718744  
ROOMMATE WANTED Non-smoking 
female  to share quiet 
4 Pam 
home in Campbell 
fernele
 stu-
dents & leocher 5275 nro share 
utilities Phone Dan
 





 s Ci ASSIC 1 bdrrn w 
bonus  rm 
Must be 





5450.  double 
S475
 















 low bock cryin for 


















































KEN  HAPPY 2151 BIRTHDAY" I love
 
you & can I wait to celebrate 
Love.
 Hugs & Kisses M 
I EARN 
RUSSIAN FROM A NATIVE
 












GAY  191 contact 





rates  Send 










 1.001 F to 
try new herbal
 weight control 
pro-







 SE KAM FILES 
available  
for Engineering (8 required 
courses in CE 
FF ME and Mat 





Available  Cl Spartan 

















 AT CAMPUS Chrlstien Cen 
ler 
Sundayl ulneren 10 45 am . 












 Bob L eger Sr 
Joan Panetta Rev Sorb 











 & manicures 
Students & faculty receive 10% 
On
 all 





 app t. 978-9797 
BARE IT All''
 Stop shaving welting.
 
tweezing let me permanently re-






shoulders elci 15°. 
discounts  to 
students and 'acuity Call before 
Christmas 1986 & get your 1st 
appt at 1 2 price Unwanted hair 
disappears with 
my care Gwen C 
Chelgren. R F Call 
5593500
 10 
app? 1645 S Bascom Aye eC 
HAIR 
TODAY GONE TOMORROW 
FF s IF s" iS THAT 
DESIGN protect 
due 




Ideas or What to build, SHI Elec 
Ironic. 16 













the student Cell 









sull with SJSU student 
of
 30 min 




 and natu 
ralization
 law Office 
tocted 
within 10 
minutes  from 
</imp.  
Call  Robert Ng 
at





















& Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly
 
sis Center. Koll Business
 Park at 
Hwy 










 offices. carpets 
& win 
crows (408)764 
3096.  269-6075 
PROFESSIONAL  RESEARCH Mr 
wrIt 









 topics Student 
discounts avail.. For free Inio 





Columbia MD 71045 
RUNNERS, 
ATHI  ETES" Deep tissue 
muscle
 work
 of an 











 OPTICAI PI AN 
Enroll now' Save your teeth. eyes 
and money too 
For MI ormetion 














serviceable information about IT 




Write  to Mon A.. R. 
?1567F B , Harrisburg, Pa 17108  
TYPING 
AARDVARKS DON T TYPE, but 
I do. 
Theses.  dissertations. reports 
Eight 
page minimum. Ms 
months
 
tree disk storage On-line 
word 
processing,  ask for 




A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time 
Pm 
perry... professional word pro-




overflow  mailings, 
newsletters Student Discounts. 
Guaranteed work Only 10 min 
utes from campus 
Words end 
more 
Memel. 921 7810 
ARSOl UTEL Y. ACCURATE AC-
COUNTABLE









 SO per page 
double spec. All 
work  guar 
ante. Trust Tony 296-7087 
Thanks
 
ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL 
word processing P J sword pro 
ceasing offers quality guaranteed 
work at competItIve rat. Expert 
enc. 






























check every time, fr. 
disk storage Database capability 
Standard & micro cassette Iran-
sc notion Word proc trng on 
SAMNA & word 
perfect 
software iff s 114 F 8 315 
30 Re-
serve
 time now tor your upcorn-
ing 
thesis
 dissertation or menu 
script
 Chrysler 9718461 
A CASH REBATE 55 
cash discount 
to new customers on reports 
10 
pages One page 
ftee
 typing on 
reports 
2-9
 pages Professional 
typist 
and
 skilled word processor
 







at student rates St SO page Cell 
DAYSTAR at 359-2717
 
ACCURACY AI WAYS Proteselonal 
results every time 
Theses
 pa 
pens resumes and dissertations 
Serving Evergreen
 SSJ & a few 







AFFORDABI F WORD PROCESSING
 
Specializing in resumes  
term pa 
pirstranscriplion
 No lob too 
small. 
Student  discounts Near 
SJSU Teachers welcome. Office 
Alternallves. 294 2974 
AMY 
WILL
 TYPE your paper for only 
SI par page double spaced On 
Campus each day for pickup & de-
livery
 Call 249-4075 leave
 mes-
sage 












manuscripts  eel 




avellable critical reeding essIs 
lance 




















 Call Barbe at 926 
4370
 









Cell Ilse at 
767-8234
 
BLOSSOM  HILL SANTA TERESA 
AREA 
Fast,  accurate typing and 
word processing avallable seven 
days a 
week











theses. dissertations group pro-
jects,
 resumes Guaranteed 
quick  
return Per page and hourly rates 
Transcription available Almaden 
Brenham ere. 
Tree disk storage 
Prof Steno Typing Service (408i 
7644504
 
Do you have a paper
 
doe soon' Does 
II need to be typed, Call lociao  to 
schedule










EDITING WORD PROCESSING 266 
9448 Emphasis on correct punc 
Walton. sentence structure.  and 
formatting (Turablan. 
APS.  e101 
Former English map, highly de-




 locale Call Mrs Morton 








theses & dies...Dons (Campbell 






resumes.  cover & 
follow-up
 
loners, manuscripts (books.  arti-
cles.
 
shod stories). transcription 












































 COMM*. Of 
LIME 

























rJ -ftEn.) 70440  





























(WM/a YOUR- - 
,  
T(Ral
 1411PERS  `,.  . 

















































































LEST TYPING SERVICE 
Term 
papers,  theses. resumes, di.. 
Unions, etc 
or
 students and far 
uity We else do tape trynscrip 




Cell 245 1769 
EXPO TYPIST" Near
 I eigh & Cam-
den 
Reports








































 work guaranteed 
Prot...tonal 






Free disk storage 
Pam, 247-2681 (Santa Clara) See 
SJSU 
Fall 86 Directory of Classes
 
for








help.  Term pa-
pers.  letters.  reports, theses, re-
Classified 
Search  papers fast and proles 
sronally'  FREE grammar 
spelling 
.sisionce Reasonable 





 leave message)°, 
976-1274 
before 10 pm 
PROCESS IT WRITE" 
Faculty and stu 
dents 







racoons resumes publications 
rnenuscripts.  correspondence 
etc 
Will eld in grammar spelling. 
punctuelion 
For  prompt 7 day 
response. leave message
 for 
Pamela at (408) 275-6753 








$225 dbl space per pegs Sary 
























Cell Vicki at 
281  



































at reasonable rates 
with
 
quICk turnaround  time Will set-up 
& spell check ell documents 
Call 
Kelley et 977,2907 
RESUMES COVERL FTTERS.
 and 
business correspondence *sale 
tanc with voCabulary.  sentence
 
struCture. 
and form it 
requested  
Call 2669448  




COMPUTER Word Ste" 
and  latter 
quality 
printer Resume $5 up 
Typing 
51 50 pg doutzie space 




3rd St e2 
corner
 cri 

























 students $3 pg 
tom
 protessionels Resumes SIO 
Save 
your  
work  on the IBM PC 
tor 




checked  printed In 
publications 
quality  Frickeon 
Word Processing 377 5793 
TYPING DONE REASONARL
 F rates 
Call Patti
 et 246-5633 
TYPING 
SERVICE
 tor students 











S1 50 pg 
ASsIgnmentl  10 pgs 
and  
over  will be 
Mc...
 ontY 
Call  14081 
73111676.









WOOD PROCESSING RESUMES the 




 servic able 
to do 
bold lace
 and right margin
 juetdi 
cation Cali 259-9446 
Not tar Iron, 
SJSU 


















 check etc Reasonable 
rates  Call K 


















Hill Santa Teresa 
area
 I lolled
 pick up and 
dells 
ery 
Call 365 1012 
Ad Rates 
Minimum three lines








Day Days Days Days Days Day 








 $5 15 $555 $580 $600



















 $ 80 












 277-3175  


















Print Your Ad 
Here 
(Count
 apprormately  30 
letters and spaces 
for each Met 
/It 
Mil  
I I I I I I I I 1 I 
I I I I I I I I 1 1
 
Am 1 I I I 
III   
I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 _1_1 
111111111 I I I I  
Pont 
Name   
Address 
City 8 State 
Fnclosed  
is






SEND CHECK MONEY 
ORDER  
OR CASH TO 




San Jose. California 95192 
Classified Desk 
Located Outside DI3H208 
Hours 9-00
 A M 
tot 30P  M 
 Deadline.











































April Swift  
Daily  stall 
photographer
 
Sociology  115 student Ilat Plotkin 
reads a proposed "freedom 
front hunger" Comfit 
ut













 I. Iron' 
page  I 
" Ai  " or 
"A2"
 as rated by Stan-












lowest -risk ins 
eminent
 based dn 
the 
economic  strength 
of the company
 and 




and GMAC are "a 







cial paper when 























































 from seven to 
a maximum of 
270 









interest  earned. 
Flores







to invest because it starts 
paying off















 from  page  I 
speak 




who do, she said. 
Scott Valor. A.S. director of academic affairs. 







no" to measures such as the LaRouche
 and English -
only initiatises that aren't directly related to the cant-
ons. 





tected to the 
A.S. 






The  board 
considered  
the  
English -only measure 
Sept.
 24. voting 6-4 
to oppose it. 
When
 an organization
 votes as a group on a 
measure. it 




 on the issue. Valor said. 
idual 





position  in which
 they don't
 believe. he said. 
SJSU President Gail Fullerton 
said at a recent 
news 






































 hats, we 




don't  go 
beyond
 the guy ing 
'nation  - 





may  not," 
Fullerton said. 
Fullerton has 





 and tor Proposition 56. 
The
 
senate  took these positions
 
on
 ballot  Inca-
sures



















































voted  to 
oppose
 Proposition 
61.  the 
Gann 
initiative  that 
would  limit the 








fingerprints  kids 
FINGERPRI.V  IS. if  page I 




Wolle  said.  
"They. 

















 the children hilly 
co-
operated. The




 child stared at his 
prints  on 
the card and then
 nodded approvingly.
 
Sgt. Gary Rosso, 
of
 
the  San Jose 
Police Department's 
S r . t




about 1 1 missing -person 










The study in quantitative ecology 
is used in research
 to determine animal 
populations
 and preferred 
habitats. 
Kutilek  said 
It is a 







"The snails in this area are not 
natives: they are from Europe." Kuti-
lek said. 
They are the same snails pre-
sented  as escargot in restaurants, he 
said. 
But that didn't 
seem to impress a 
















vane) . . ," said Tom Kit  
wan,
 a biology 
teaching major. 
Don't Be a Cooper
 Pooper 
































ui 31ot S1 00 
D B 
Cooper's   163W Santa 
Clara  St








those are juveniles. 
The hest 
way  to keep children 
identified is to 
keep





"After about three days.





said. "But your 
dental  records are al-
ways
 there." 























Tuesday,  UPI) 
services 






























 a. m. to 
2 p.m., 


















would also limit yearly compensation
 
pos-


















tine AIDS victims. 
All four resolutions
 were introduced by Sivert-
sen and faculty Sen. David McNeil. 
The 
stands on Propositions 56.
 61 and
 
64  were 












The senate has 48 members. Other 
senators ei-
ther abstained or were 
not present. 
Other members of the senate agreed it 
should  











Senate  have historically  taken stands
 on ballot 
measures. said Senate Chairman George Moore. 

















 near SJSU 
LORENTZ,
 from page 
I 
rentz's property. The TCE level at the 
time of the testing was 1.000 parts
 per 
billion. 




 Coalition, TCE 




advising that no level of TCE is accep-
table. has
 
proposed  an 
enforce:161c
 











remedial -action order 
could  Ix
-
to Lorenti  


















 of doing 
the  work 
the health 
department  will 
undertake 










bond act, he said.
 







For all your 














on,  he said. Fines 
could
 
also he levied against the 
company,  
depending on the 
degree of cooper-






 has no prior experi-
ence in this 
matter  and isn't sure 
how  























s Best Dressed 
Sandwich  
"11 
4F Ai,ni  
SO,mocSFRHV  
AF FlvISITPRSC FS.Wrri 
AGCHOAPPTUIPTFP
 AFANCT,F.' 





















NURSE  IN THE ARMY 
And 



















,tem in which educational and 
reer advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar   
or, the right means you command respect as an Army otteitser. If you're 
earning




 07015. Or call toll free 1 -800 -USA-ARMY. 
ARMY










10 PM to 1 AM 
Must
 be at 
least  18 




 I. D. 
or valid
 Calif. 








person  & 
includes 




































































































































































doesn't make magic 
PAGES  






































 California Cafe 
cooks  Cajun 
cusine 
By
 David Rickard 
The 
newest






small  feat considering 
it
 sits at the entrance to 
the recently 




Like its predecessor in Los Gatos. the 
restaurant is decorated in the style associated 
with California cuisine -- tans
 and pastels. 
with chrome fixtures and potted plants 
throughout. A cappuccino bar 
lines  one wall. 
while the 
grill occupies the other. 
The menu is typical California cuisine - - 
seafood, poultry and barbecue  with one 
noticeable exception. The California Cafe 
also delivers some of the tastiest 
Cajun food 
to be found in the South Bay. 
The restaurant changes the menu daily. 
but on opening night the Cajun specialities in-
cluded Louisiana hot links with black
 beans.
 
shrimp creole, blackened prime rib New Or-
leans and the old bayou standby, blackened 
redfish. 
The blackened California swordfish 
($13.95)  was prepared in the authentic Cajun 
style 
 coated with intense spices and 
quickly seared to seal in the fish's natural 
juices.
 It was served with a dilled hollandaise 
sauce, and accompanied by sauteed red pota-
toes and fresh 
vegetables. A small crayfish 
lurked on the side of the plate to complete the 
attractive 
visual display. 
Another spicy offering was the pasta 
jambalaya ($10.50).  Using noodles instead of 
rice, the entree was served with a combina-
tion of duck, shrimp.
 chicken, andouille sau-
sage and tasso (sweet smoked pork) in a pepp-
ery creole sauce. 
In addition to Cajun dinners,
 the Califor-
nia Cafe grills steaks and chickens over bum-
ng mesquite, and
 barbecued ribs are a staple 
in the nightly selection of house smoked 
meats. 
The entrees were preceded bs a pate oi 
Sonoma duck livers
 with Mendocino 
Mus-
tards  ($4.50). and a cup 
of
 cream of cauli-
flower soup topped with 
roasted pepper puree 
($1.95).  The 
pate was
 delicious on sourdough 
french bread, while the soup could have done 
with less salt and 
more cauliflower. 
Appropriate
 Mr a restaurant in the heart 
of Silicon Valley. the waiters and
 waitresses 
entered food 
orders  on hand-held computers, 
which at once relayed the information 
to
 the 
kitchen and prepared a 
tab.
 The service was 
prompt
 and friendly. 
One glitch in 
the  opening night 
proceed-
ings was the 
matter  of a tardy 

















which prevented the owners from cashing in 
on 
what looked like a small but 
impressive 
wine list. A complimentary glass of chardon-
nay or cabernet sauvignon were made avail-
able,









be allowed to 
choose from 
a list of vin-
tage ports
 and late 
harvest  white 
wines, as 
well





The dessert menu 
included  such items as 
New York 
cheesecake,  carrot cake and
 gel-
ato. The vanilla bean 
gelato topped with 
chocolate sauce was a perfect
 capper to the 
swordfish, 
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mall. 
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t r i t e : .
 ear
 and nobody noticed. San Jose 





 by sculptor 
David 
Botini  was destroyed by a 
construc-
tion
 crew making way  
for the new 
Fairmont Hotel
 and its disappearance
 has 
recently come to light. 
An apology of $25,0(X) has been 
given to 
Botini  with the hope that he'll 
produce something
 more acceptable the 
next  time around, 
However,  the San 
Jose's  City Coun-
cil should
 not put confines
 on artists. Its 
members 
obviously
 are confused about 
art. 
The council doesn't 
want
 an abstract 
piece like Botini 
produced  more than 10 
years
 ago. It wants a bronzed Ronald
 Rea-
gan or Mayor 
McEnery  sitting on a horse. 
The council wants things 
that are vi-
sually pleasing and non
-offensive. They 
want 
something  for everybody
  Care 
Bears, hearts and 
unicorns. 
But
 Botini was commissioned to re-
place his so-called
 ugliness anyway. 
"It's  a way of demonstrating
 that we 
value our art 
and our artists." Councilwo-
man Shirley Lewis said 
in
 a recent news 
article.  








 The old one was 
not 
universally  praised, 
he added. 
However,
 it doesn't take a 
city  popu-
larity 
poll to prove 
something




art forms that aren't








I.0  Ryden is the tops 
in stupidity
 concerning art. 
"If his 
sculpture  was that had 
that  it 
got torn 




 it was art. 
I'd like to at 






 has assumed 
the  people clear-
ing 
the path for the Fairniont
 







assumed that because a 
11:J11,111111
 
construction  workers 
didn't
 rec-
ognize art, it is 









believe  a 31/2 
ton.
 
20 -foot -tall 
sculpture painted
 rcd, white. 
blue and black 
would  be destroyed be,
 
cause  it wasn't noticeably 
art.
 
It seems the 
cold, hard truth is 
these 
workers  got orders to 
knock everything 
down along Paseo 






statue. Now they are 
trying to patch up 
matters. 
It
 is good that 
Councilwoman  
Lewis  
wants to support 
art,  but the real mon 
vc 
the 
council  is to save their 
own  behinds. 




wants  to look good. It 
has asked for a 
pleasing  new piece, but it 
seems it 






 wants a statue that 
will match the 
blue  sky and coordinate 
with the 






 could take the do-it-your-
self stance. Paint -by -number sets
 should 
Pie
 passed out to 
them  at the next art coun-
cil 
meeting.  The one who stays in the lines 
best and uses colors that match the city 
gets to display his or her picture. 
Now wouldn't that be art. 
Shelly O'Day is the
 editor of the 
Entertainer. Pandora's Box 
appears  
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Berlin 




recepti.c  crow d 







Scott  G. 
Hamilton  
No 
one  knew what 
to expect at 
Monday
 night's Berlin 
concert.  
Let's  face it  









 the band 




 jitters all 
over  again. 













with  an 
intriguing






















 in black 
leather








about  the 
stage  with 
every 
male eye
 in the 
house 
glued  to 
her 













 records of 
the 













 With You," 
Huey  Lewis and the News
 
3. "Throwing It All 
Away," ( ienesis 
4.  'Heartbeat .'  Don 
Johnson 
5. "Typical 
Male."  Tina 
Turner
 

























Spartan  Daily 
277-3171 
You"
 were too calculated. 
Ragged
 
edges that give 
new songs freshness 
were absent





Overall, the 'new' Berlin was 
tight and 
confident, and played to 
the crowd quite differently than the 
Berlin  of old. 
On the 1984 
tour,  bassist and 
frontman  John 
Crawford
 acted as if 
to say
 "I'm too cool and I know 
it." This time 
he seemed more self-
assured but less 
distant,  smiling his 
devilish grin
 and asking everyone
 to 
"please dance." 
Nunn was formerly the sex 
goddess 
that
 demanded attention. 
But now, prancing around the stage 
and tousling her bleached mop care-











ments made "Tell 
Me
 Why" and 
"Touch" 
whole new experiences. 
But it was obvious 
all along 
what everyone 
wanted,  and in the 
second
 encore, Berlin 
finally




 of the droning mess 
that it once was, 
this rendition bris-
tled with energy, spurring 
gung-ho  
dancing that 
caused  the Civic Audi-









of the hardened pro, 





 a blubbering 
newly. 
crowned homecoming queen. 









could  fall apart 






light:  there is 














plan  a 
fun -filled 

























































































Fall Harvest Festival is 
scheduled 
to
 he held Friday 
through













day' at the Santa 
Clara  County 
Expo Center. Call 224-5559 for 
more information. 
Trick or Treat for children 
is scheduled to 
be
 held Saturday 
and Sunday at Happy Hollow 







 is scheduled 
to play 
tonight  at 9 p.m. 
at the 
Spartan Pub. Call 
277-9024  for 
more 
information.  
San Jose Symphony is 
scheduled to perform works of 
Brahms, Bloch





Center for the Performing Arts. 
Call 298-2300 for more informa-
tion. 
"The Gondoliers," a Gil-
bert & Sullivan operetta. is sche-
culed to he performed Friday. 
through Sunday at the Montgom-
cry Theater in San Jose. Call 
















 Lake & 
plus 
special
 guests, are 
.sched-
uled to perform  
Wednesday at 8 
p.m. at the  
henry J. Kaiser Con-
vention 
('enter.





"Art of Halloween" will 
be on exhibition to October 31. 
at the San Jose Art League, 482 
South Second St. Call 294-4545 
for 
more  information.  
Artists' Experimental 
Books will be on exhibition until 
October 29 at the Works gallery, 
66 South First St. Call 295-8378 
for more 
information.  
   
To 











place  and 
phone 
number  to 
the Spartan
 





received  by 5 
















































By Brian r cdrow 
and 
Frank




ting a king, the 
Valley  Fair shopping cen-
ter 
reopened  last week 




 or not the 
valley  needs 
another huge, 














An I I -piece band began the festivi-
ties with reverential English court music. 
Hundreds of green, pink and white bal-
loons 
were lying in plastic coverings ready 
lobe 
released.  




































 of the 
new Valley 
F 





stunningly  in 
her
















































































































 to he the 
t 
to see the more than 175

















 San Jose 
and  Santa Clara, uniting the 
old  





 from Emporium 
Capwell  on 
the west to Macy's on the east. 
The mall has 
a wide variety
 of stores 
that are new
 to the San Jose 





works in one of the 
Esprit stores. 
"I
 think it's 

















 four different 
Esprit stores, ACA 
















 to the 
valley 














































































































 for the 
new center





 it was 
not that 
big  a 
deal
 Its only
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Denise 
Wendler
  Daily stall 
photographer
 
ast if 'Night (of the Iguana' 











 a plaj such as 
"Night of the Iguana." a direc-
tor 
must
 have complete confi-
dence  in the instincts of his
 
ac-
tors because the play is entirely 
dependent
 upon the chemistry 
between four unusual characters. 
In 
SJSU's production of 
"Night of the Iguana." the 
strength and 
chemistry of the 
acting 
graciously  shows the 
bal-




 Hal J. Todd chose 
actors who have an ability to 
share the stage. There is the 
feel-









 minister and Bridget Ko-
walczyk who portrays Hannah 
leIke!,  a spinster from 
Nan-
tucket. 
In the beginning of Friday 
night's 
play 
Selmer  seemed  
to 
he a 
hit overzealous as the min-
ister - almost too comical. But 




ity to the part. 









him. Although he carried with 





One of his peers, Bridget 




Jelkes.  Jelkes 
has 




 "the world's 
oldest
 
living poet." and made a living 
selling 
watercolors  and character 
sketches in hotel lobbies. 
Kowalczyk, like her char-
acter,
 can hold her own. 
Selov-






owed the strong-willed,  lonely 
spinster. 
In addition to Kowalczyk. 
Donna 
Federico  seems totally 
comfortable with her character. 
Federico portrays the lusty Max-
ine with 
enough  forcefulness for 
the audience to appreciate the 
strength it takes 
to run a hotel in 
the Mexican jungle in the 
'40s.  
She also brings out the lonliness 
of the character, her weakness 





she  will write 
her master's thesis on her por-
trayal of the character and the 
choices she 
made  as an actress. 
Originally  Maxine 
was
 por-
trayed by Bette Davis 
on Broad-
way. Federico has the same 
earthy,
 raw presence needed to 
portray a character like Maxine. 
Jim Cornwell, as the ailing 
grandfather,
 waivers his voice 
competently and is completely 
charming as Nonno.
 
The acting and chemistry 
between these four strong actors 
Director 
Hal  J. Todd  
chose 
actors  who 
have
 an ability to 
share the stage. 
There is the feeling 
of camaraderie. 
carries the 
play,  although the 




 especially during the 
storm 444:01e. 
   
"Night






urday at the University
 Theatre 
at San
 Fernando and 
Fifth 
Streets. The show 
begins
 at 
p.m. Tickets are $6 
for general 
admission 







cheers  and jeers 
lii Latta/a Benet/14'
 
"Curse You. Jack Dalton," a 
lively melodrama, opens Northside 
Theatre Company's eighth 
season.  
The play would
 he great for fami-
lies,  couples and anyone who en -




























exaggerated for any ordinary 
drama, but perfectly played for the 
sensationalism
 of melodrama. 
Also, common in a melo-
drama. Ow audicoic cIlcil al the 
characters, jeering the villians and 
cheering the hems. (If 
you're
 famil-
iar with "The Perils of Pauline," 
then you have a picture of this 
play.) 
Be prepared
 for extra moments 
of silliness
 as skits break up Jack 
Dalton's saga. Otherwise, the main 
story 
line may be lost. 
Most 
of the sketches are good. 
a few simply dry. The Stage Man-
ager (Burt Sukhov ) and his rendi-
tion of 




"Curse You, Jack 
Dalton,"  by 
Wilbur Braun was adapted and di-
rected by Gary S. Martinez. It has a 






































 leads to a 
climax
 that is fa-










































































































German  Beer in 
or wine

















?  ENJOY 
BAVARIAN  FOLK 
DANCING
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 7:30pm 
Santa Cruz Civic Auditorium 
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swer  that 








































But  the 










known  as the cre-
ative force 
behind
 the Talking 
Heads, takes
 a different 
approach  to 
things 
than  the average 
Joe. Par-
tially because of his 
artist's upbring-
ing. Byrne is 
quirky  and eccentric. 
simple
 on one level and
 oddly com-
plex on another. 
So instead 
of










OK to be 
plain.  
Virgil  is in 
Texas.
 but Byrne is 
the only one who 
wears a Western 
outfit. "They 
sell a lot of them. but 





notes out loud. 
After  spending an 
hour and a 
half in the dark 
watching  him narra-
tate
 "True 
Stories,"  it's 
hard
 not to 
think that maybe
 Byrne himself 
has  
something 
in common with 
these 
people, a sort of John 




 of the 
movie's 
screenplay.  
Byrne  drew 
his
 charac-









a woman who 
spends her
 

































































 ed hy no
-name 
actors.  
In the film, typicality is every-
where  scenes of janitors at work. 
drunken driving tests and fire hy-




 plain, according 
to Byrne. Earl Gray. Virgil's most 
influential citizen 
because he owns 
the electronics plant where nearly 
eryone works, explains that 
Texas is what was 
left  after God 
made 
everywhere
 else beautiful. 
Instead 
of starting over,  
he
 
says,  God made 
people
 who like it 
there. 










 of the 
songs Byrne wrote 
















and  how 
they 
conduct  





















it . ants 




! Is it a 
drama?  Is 
it



















long  so 
that  the 





































































































































































show. Magically, all oi their IR es, 
suddenly and finally fall into sync. 
The scene alone 
makes the film 
endearing.  Byrne spends the whole 
film convincing the viewer 
that 
these people aren't special, hut by 
the end of the 
"specialness  show, 
he has thrown irony into the face of 
the viewer and shown how shallow 
each of us can be. 
As 
character
 Fyne sings 
Byrne's "People Like Us," the 
message 
comes across loud and 
clear that THESE 
PEOPLE  ARE 
SPECIAL ENOUGH! 
The movie is 
unusual,
 but so is 
Byrne. He 
doesn't  need rules to 
fol-
low,  just roles to portray. 
And in spite of 
some weak 
spots, it's hard 









the past II years. the Talk-
ing Heads have remained
 one of the 
most 
consistently  innovative hands
 
in popular music. The release
 of 
each new 
album  has been an event,  
marking the creative






 and Food" was far 
ahead of its time. 
Producer
 Brian Eno helped 
make 
"Remain in Light a 
master-
piece in urban funk. 
And 
even though last 
year's 
"Little Creatures''
 was more 
mainstream  than past efforts,
 it %as 
still just a 




else  was doing at the time. 
Byrne's 
solo  ventures, such as 









Life  in the Bush 
With 
Ghosts" have
 given him outlet for
 
his more avant-garde impulses.
 
Yet each 
new Heads album has 
been just 
enough  within grasp 
as
 not 
to alienate the common








note,  casual fan, this 
is more 
than  "just a 
soundtrack.
This is the Heads'







 the Heads 
don't perform








 last time around
-





made  a baby. 
This
 time it's on 
country  and plain 
folks 
because
 the head man
 made a 
movie 
concerning














"Television Man" from 
the last album, the band
 sings "This 
is the
 sound of a brand
 new world.  
With  Paulinho da Costa 
lend-
ing his percussive 
skills  and a wail-
ing reggae








headed in yet another new direction 
The story is the
 same on "He 
Now... 







wonders  whether 
Byrne's






















the song features 
an-
other 
of the album's 
guest ap-
pearances, this 





 of Dallas. 
All  those 
young voices
 in semi -harmony 
do
 
more than it Byrne 





the  world  
To 



























































































San Jose Cleveland 
Ballet opened its first  season last 
week and showed what's right 
- and what's wrong with im-




 of dance. 
The Cleveland 
Ballet, 
known in this city as the San 
Jose
 Cleveland, arrived 
with 
more than its share 
of hype. 
With three 
programs  planned 
this year. the company has been 
promising world -class dance. 
The company performed 
three pieces that 
demonstrated  its 
range of competence and style. 
All were choreographed by the 
San Jose Cleveland's artistic di-
rector Dennis Nahat. 
"Wu




 as five dance 
poems, 
was  the 
simplest,
 but most el-
egant of 







 c  bined 
with the 
sparse
 minimalism of 
much post-








if the dancers 
thought of 
their  San 
Jose
 
trip  as a 
vacation rather than work to be 
taken  seriously. 
"Wu 
T'ai  Shih 
is, how-
ever,  a 
hold work of choreogra-
phy; sections 
based
 on the four 
elements  earth, sea,  fire 
and 
wind  
build up to the 
conclu-
sion titled "The
 People.''  
"In Studio I)" had more of 
an
 East Coast 
flavor,
 looking to-
ward Broadway rather than 
across the Pacific Ocean. 
Centered around
 a series of 
songs performed by jazz vocalist 
Harriet Leider, the piece was en-




movie  "Fame" or 
countless Bob Fosse musicals. 
"In Studio D" 
is about enter-
tainers
 celebrating entertainment 
 
a subject that's by 
now  a bore 
to the rest of us.
 
"Celebrations,"  set to 
Lud-
wig van Beethoven's 
Seventh  
Symphony. 





The Seventh is one of Bee-
thoven's boldest and most 
joyous 
works;  Nahat 
seems  
to 
understand that bright spirit. 
His choreography, though, 
is not as intense as the music to 
which it is set; it's impossible  
to 
avoid comparing the efforts. 






































But a San Jose 
Cleveland  
Ballet is not a San Jose Ballet. 
Before this city is to find a place 
on the
 dance map, it will need its 
own company. 
Nahat's group, though, will 
have 
to do for now and 
it 





















































































































 iron, page 7 
For something really different, 
Byrne uses the older voices of the 
Bert Cross choir to give "Puulin' 
Evidence
 a spirited gospel sound. 
With a runaway Hammond 
organ to 
carry it along. Byrne blasts 
the 
media (Time and Newsweek,
 
they're all the same)
 and offers the 
only
 solution (hardening your 
heart).
 Too had the song 
runs out of 









 Operator" is 
one of the 
best of the new crop. A 
controlled twang of a steel guitar 
and a slow, hypnotic 
piano  bring 
back memories
 of "Little Crea-
ures" and 
the classic "Heaven" 
espectively. 







"Wild  Wild Life." 
he 
current
 single,  is as jumpy
 and 
catchy (albeit



























 voice, a BIG back
 beat 
and




progression,  make the 
offense 
excusable. 
Overall,  "True 
Stories" takes 





albums,  and the 
roomy  direc-
tion of the band 
may  leave some lis-
teners behind (or
 is it ahead?) 
But 











 is always present.


































750 The Pruneyard 
Campbell 
371-3801  
"A PURE AND 
JUBILANT
 EXTENSION OF DAVID
 BYRNE'S 
DISTINCTIVE
 WORLD VIEW, HIS PRESENCE GOES A 
LONG WAY TOWARD 






















 Peter Travers 
"Brilliant!  A triumph! 
Provocative,
 dizzying, 
satisfying  and, above 
all,
 tremendous  
fun!" 
N Y 
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STARTS 
FRIDAY, 
OCTOBER
 
24TH 
CALL 
THEATRE  
FOR 
TIMES  
SAN
 JOSE 
CENTURY 
24
 
THEATRE 984-5610 
MOUNTAIN VIEW 
CENTURY 10 
CINEMAS 
960-0970
 
